
Ingo Maurer
Blow Me Up by canopy 120 cm

Technical details

Land van fabricage  Duitsland

fabrikant Ingo Maurer

ontwerper Theo Möller

ontwerper 2 Ingo Maurer

jaar 2017

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de levering LED

voltage geschiktheid 110 - 240 Volt

Diameter in cm 14

kabel kleur transparant

kabellengte 300 cm

hoogteverstelling hoogte verstelbaar

dimmen gebarencontrole

Wattage 20 W

LED inclusief

Kleurweergave-index >90

Lichtstroom in lm 1.300

Kleurtemperatuur in Kelvin 3.000 warm wit

bulb vervangen: ter plaatse zelf

lichtverdeling indirect

Dimensions L 120 cm | Ø 14 cm

Omschrijving

This Blow Me Up by Ingo Maurer is connected via a canopy and used as a
pendant lamp. The lamp is inflated via a hand pump and has a length of 120
cm. An adjustment ring is integrated on both cables for the suspension, with
which the suspension can be individually adjusted. The lamp can be
suspended in this way horizontally or diagonally. The upper side is silver, the
lower side white.

The integrated LED in the lamp illuminates the reflective side, so that indirect
light is emitted into the room. With a sensor switch on one side of the LED, the
Ingo Maurer Blow Me Up can be switched on and off as well as dimmed by
means of gesture control. The integrated LED has a power of 20 watts and a
colour temperature of 3,000 Kelvin warm white. In addition to this pendant
lamp, also a 180 cm long version is available. The lamp is also in both lengths
offered as a floor or wall lamp, which is connected via a power plug.
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